
Practice Week 5 
March 28 – April 1, 2016 

 
 
Goal: Familiarize yourself with the visual and auditory characteristics of the following two species: 

 Western Scrub-Jay 

 Chipping Sparrow 
 
 
Visual ID:  This week we have two new species to learn. I’ve provided video and field guide links, and specific 
characteristics to look for as you learn to identify these two birds 
 

Species Code Characteristics to look for Video/Field Guide Links 

Western Scrub-Jay WESJ  A lanky jay with a long tail 

 They are very vocal, inquisitive, and 
fly slowly with bouts of fluttering that 
alternate between glides 

 They head, neck, and wings are blue, 
their back is a brownish gray, and 
they have a white throat. 

https://www.allaboutbirds.org/guide
/Western_Scrub-Jay/id 
 
http://macaulaylibrary.org/video/45
4525 
 

Chipping Sparrow CHSP  A slender and fairly long-tailed 
sparrow with a medium-sized bill 

 Often forages on the ground, but can 
be seen singing from the tops of small 
trees 

 Bright rufous cap, black eye stripe, 
clear gray underparts, brown back 
with black streaks 

https://www.allaboutbirds.org/guide
/Chipping_Sparrow/id 
 
http://macaulaylibrary.org/video/48
0265 
 

 

Auditory ID: Below you will find recordings of some typical calls and songs for this week’s species. Listen through 
the tracks and pay attention to the characteristic tone, patterns, call notes and phrasing that I have noted. 
Remember- bird songs vary between individuals, and even within individual birds- try to listen to as many different 
songs as possible for each species to help you learn the songs! 

Track # Species Code Characteristics to listen for 

1 Western Scrub-Jay WESJ The WESJ has a harsh and rising “shreeenk” and also has a 
more rapid “wenk wenk wenk wenk” in a long series.  

2 Chipping Sparrow CHSP The CHSP has a long, dry rattle. Although it can be confused 
with the DEJU song- CHSPs tend to sound much more toneless 
and dry (like an insect) than the DEJU. 
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